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Abstract

Background: Combinations of lifestyle factors (LFs) and socioeconomic status (SES) are independently associated with cardiovascular disease (CVD), cancer, and mortality. Less advantaged SES groups may be disproportionately vulnerable to unhealthy LFs but interactions between LFs and SES remain poorly understood. This review aimed to synthesise the available evidence for whether and how SES modifies associations between combinations of LFs and adverse health outcomes.

Methods: Systematic review of studies that examine associations between combinations of ≥3 LFs and health outcomes and report data on SES influences on associations. Databases (PubMed/EMBASE/CINAHL), references, forward citations, and grey-literture were searched from inception to December 2021. Eligibility criteria were analyses of prospective adult cohorts that examined all-cause mortality or CVD or cancer mortality/incidence.

Results: Six studies (n=42,467–399,537; 46.5–56.8 years old; 54.6–59.3% women) of five cohorts were included. All examined all-cause mortality; three assessed CVD/cancer outcomes. Four studies observed multiplicative interactions between LFs and SES, but in opposing directions. Two studies tested for additive interactions; interactions were observed in one cohort (UK Biobank) and not in another (NHANES). All-cause mortality HRs (95% CIs) for unhealthy LFs (versus healthy LFs) from the most advantaged SES groups ranged from 0.68 (0.32–1.45) to 4.17 (2.27–7.69). Equivalent estimates from the least advantaged ranged from 1.30 (1.13–1.50) to 4.00 (2.22–7.14).
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In 19 analyses (including sensitivity analyses) of joint associations between LFs, SES, and all-cause mortality, highest all-cause mortality was observed in the unhealthiest LF-least advantaged suggesting an additive effect.

**Conclusions:** Limited and heterogenous literature suggests that the influence of SES on associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health could be additive but remains unclear. Additional prospective analyses would help clarify whether SES modifies associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and health outcomes.

**Registration:** Protocol is registered with PROSPERO (CRD42020172588; 25 June 2020).
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Introduction

Unhealthy lifestyle factors (LFs) (e.g., smoking, alcohol, poor diet, low physical activity (PA)) are key modifiable risk factors for non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and mortality\(^{1}\). While single LFs have, by themselves, strong associations with NCDs and mortality, combinations of unhealthy LFs have stronger associations. Meta-analyses show that, compared with healthy LFs, combinations of at least three unhealthy LFs are associated with more than twice the risk of all-cause, cardiovascular disease (CVD), and cancer mortality, and CVD incidence\(^ {2,3} \). Examining adverse health outcomes associated with combinations of LFs can help to capture ‘real life’ risks more completely as unhealthy LFs tend to cluster together - individuals with one unhealthy LF often have more than one\(^ {4,5} \). And the impacts of one unhealthy LF may interact (additively or multiplicatively) with other unhealthy LFs\(^ {6-8} \).

In addition to examining the associations between combinations of LFs and adverse health outcomes (e.g., all-cause, CVD, and cancer mortality, and CVD incidence), examining the effect of socioeconomic status (SES) on those associations can deepen understanding of the distribution of these lifestyle-related adverse health outcomes among populations. As with most health outcomes, all-cause, all-cause, and cancer mortality, and CVD incidence all follow clear and long-recognised SES-health gradients where individuals of less advantaged SES (e.g., those with lower educational attainment, lower income, or who live in areas of higher deprivation) tend to have higher rates of both morbidity and mortality\(^ {9,10} \). SES is a theoretical construct that differentiates sections of society by their means and access to resources (e.g., financial, educational, material) and by the ways in which they live (e.g., occupation type or class, housing type/conditions, neighbourhood/post code area)\(^ {10} \). The broad scope that SES encompasses means 1) there are numerous ways in which SES can be operationalised or measured\(^ {11-12} \); and 2) there are numerous aspects of SES that could be expected to influence and have strong associations with both LFs and lifestyle-related adverse health outcomes\(^ {3,13-14} \). For example, there is higher prevalence of unhealthy LFs in less advantaged SES groups and clustering of multiple unhealthy LFs in such population groups is often cited as an explanation for observed lifestyle-related adverse health inequalities\(^ {4} \). However, ‘differential exposure’ to unhealthy LFs only partially explains lifestyle-related adverse health inequalities\(^ {14} \). Hence, ‘differential exposure’ to unhealthy LFs can imply unhealthy choices made freely by individuals, leading to potential stigma. However, resource scarcity and the wider socioeconomic environment experienced by those in less advantaged SES groups clearly influences choices, for example, by making healthier choices less likely\(^ {15,20} \). Moreover, unhealthy lifestyle choices in the context of poverty or material deprivation may represent ‘optimal’ choices given wider socioeconomic influences that shape decision making and abstract future planning\(^ {21,31} \). Nevertheless, the word lifestyle remains recognised in the context of modifiable behaviours and is therefore used here.

Aims

Understanding whether SES influences the association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes could help reduce excess risk in less advantaged populations by deepening understanding of how complex lifestyle risks vary across society and by identifying higher risk LF combinations. This could inform health policy, guide the development of interventions targeting more vulnerable groups, and support health care professionals managing multiple risk factors in their patient population. This systematic review aims to identify, describe, and synthesise the evidence for whether SES modifies associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes. This review addresses the following research questions: Does SES modify the association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes? And if so, how?

An important caveat: ‘unhealthy lifestyle’ can imply unhealthy choices made freely by individuals, leading to potential stigma. However, resource scarcity and the wider socioeconomic environment experienced by those in less advantaged SES groups clearly influences choices, for example, by making healthier choices less likely\(^ {20} \). Moreover, unhealthy lifestyle choices in the context of poverty or material deprivation may represent ‘optimal’ choices given wider socioeconomic influences that shape decision making and abstract future planning\(^ {31} \). Nevertheless, the word lifestyle remains recognised in the context of modifiable behaviours and is therefore used here.

Methods

Search strategy and study selection

This review followed a protocol and was conducted in accordance with Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines\(^ {32-34} \). The protocol is registered with a database of prospectively registered systematic reviews (PROSPERO CRD42020172588; 25 June 2020)\(^ {35,36} \).

Search strategies were developed with a specialist university librarian and adapted for three databases: PubMed (RRID:SCR_004846), EMBASE (RRID:SCR_001650), and EBSCO CINAHL (RRID:SCR_022707) (S1-3 Tables, which can be found as Extended data)\(^ {37} \). The search strategy of a previous systematic review of combinations of LFs and type 2 diabetes served as a template and was adapted to include SES related terms\(^ {38} \). As per that previous review, this current review focusses on combinations of LFs, and therefore search terms relating to LFs included general terms like ‘lifestyle’ or ‘health behaviour’.
rather than terms for individual LFs like ‘smoking’ or ‘alcohol’. Search terms also included terms for combinations of LFs (e.g., ‘combined’, ‘multiple’, ‘score’). Searches from inception (PubMed-1966; EMBASE-1947; CINAHL-1984) to 17th December 2021 were supplemented by searches of references, forward citations, and grey literature.

Eligibility criteria and screening
Inclusion criteria were developed using an adapted PICOS (population, intervention, comparator, outcome, study design) framework, with ‘I’ (intervention) replaced with ‘E’ (exposure). Inclusion criteria:

1) Population: any general adult population. Studies of participants with an index condition were excluded.

2) Exposure - examination of two main exposures:
   i. combination of ≥3 LFs: studies that also included metabolic/intermediate factors (e.g., blood pressure/body mass index (BMI)) as part of their combination of LFs were included so long as the combination also included ≥3 ‘behavioural’ LFs (e.g., smoking/PA/diet).
   ii. SES: any SES measure (e.g., income/education/poverty-index).

3) Comparator: data for the influence of SES on associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health.

4) Outcomes: at least one from: all-cause mortality, incidence and mortality from CVD or cancer.

5) Study design: prospective observational cohort. All types of analysis were included, and no study was excluded based on analysis method.

Exclusion criteria: not in English; abstracts/conference presentations only; ineligible design (e.g., review/case-control/sectional/qualitative). Studies were uploaded to ‘DistillerSR’ software (Version 2.38. DistillerSR Inc.; 2022. Accessed December 2021-February 2022; alternative software, Rayyan) and duplicates removed. Two reviewers (PP and HF/CO’D) extracted data independently. Conflicts were resolved by discussion or included for full-text screening. Two reviewers (PP and HF) screened full-texts independently; conflicts resolved by discussion with a third reviewer (CO’D).

Data extraction
Two reviewers (HF and PP/CO’D) extracted data independently using a piloted proforma (S4 Table, which can be found as Extended data). After peer review, the proforma was adapted to include the distribution of type and number of unhealthy LFs among participants. Quality was measured using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale for cohort studies (NOS). The NOS was adapted to include assessments of confounder adjustment, sensitivity analysis, and missing data methodology (S5 Table, which can be found as Extended data). To compare study results, the following data from SES stratified analyses for each outcome was used to form our ‘main comparator’: 1) risk estimates for participants with the unhealthiest LF combination (using healthiest LF combination as reference) in the most advantaged SES group (e.g., highest education, highest ranking occupation) were compared with 2) equivalent estimates (unhealthiest versus reference healthiest LF combination) in the least advantaged SES group (e.g., lowest education, lowest ranking occupation). Studies frequently used more than two categories/quantiles of LF combinations, however only the estimates for the healthiest and unhealthiest categories were extracted. For example, for a study with a lifestyle score based on eight LFs, which study authors classified into five categories (scores 0–3, 4, 5, 6, and 7–8), the estimates for scores 0–3 and 7–8 were extracted. Estimates from SES stratified analyses were used for the main comparator because some studies did not report analyses examining combined influence of LF and SES using a single reference group (i.e., analyses comparing all groups to the group with the healthiest combination of LFs and in the most advantaged SES group). However, results for these analyses were also extracted as they provide information on the combined influence of SES and lifestyle. To make direct comparisons, estimates from studies where the unhealthiest group was the reference were transformed to make the ‘healthiest’ group the reference.

Meta-analysis was not appropriate due to the heterogeneity of included studies. Instead, results were reported and synthesised according to Synthesis Without Meta-analysis (SWiM) guidelines. In accordance with transparent reporting of the synthesis methodology, this review adhered to the following approach - study results were grouped by outcome and compared by: 1) main models evaluating influence of SES; 2) model adjustment; 3) additional models, including sensitivity analyses; 4) tests for interactions; and 5) results for our main comparator.

Results
Results of the searches and screening are shown in a PRISMA flowchart (Figure 1).

Study populations
Six studies of five cohorts were included in this review (Table 1). Two studies analysed the same USA-based cohort, The Southern Community Cohort Study (SCCS), but each study examined different LFs and SES exposures and therefore both were included. Similarly, two studies analysed UKB and examined different exposure variables and outcomes. The remaining cohorts analysed were The Japan Collaborative Cohort Study (JCCS), the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), and US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). SCCS was designed to investigate ethnic inequalities in healthcare and 86% of participants were recruited from community health centres; JCCS, UKB, NHIS and NHANES are general population cohorts with NHIS and NHANES designed to be nationally representative. Participants per study ranged from 42,467–399,537; mean age ranged from 46.5–56.8 years; and the proportion of women from 54.6–59.3%. Ethnic composition of populations analysed varied:
SCCS cohort was 67% African American\textsuperscript{42,44}; JCCS ethnicity was not reported, but likely predominantly Japanese\textsuperscript{43}; UKB was 95% White British\textsuperscript{19,46}; NHIS ethnicity was not reported\textsuperscript{45}; NHANES was 73.6% White\textsuperscript{46}. Average follow-up time ranged from 4.3–19.3 years. In assessing the influence of SES on associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and health outcomes, all studies examined all-cause mortality. In addition, three studies examined CVD mortality\textsuperscript{19,43,46}; two examined CVD incidence\textsuperscript{19,46}; one examined heart disease mortality and incidence of myocardial infarction and stroke\textsuperscript{46}; two examined mortality from coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke, and cancer\textsuperscript{43,46}; and one examined mortality from ‘non-CVD and non-cancer’ causes\textsuperscript{43}.

Combinations of unhealthy lifestyle factors

The number of LFs comprising the combination in each study ranged from four to nine and included: smoking, alcohol, PA, sedentary time, television (TV) viewing time, various individual dietary factors, a dietary index, and sleep duration (Table 1). Two studies included BMI in main analyses and one study included BMI in a sensitivity analysis\textsuperscript{43,45,46}. Alcohol and PA were included in all studies and dietary factors were missing from only one study\textsuperscript{45}. Smoking was included in five studies but excluded from relevant analyses in the remaining study\textsuperscript{44}. All LF data was collected via baseline questionnaire or interview.

Definition or classification of unhealthy for individual lifestyle factors

In each study individual LFs were dichotomised as healthy/unhealthy with one point per factor summed to create an unweighted score. Two studies also created weighted scores using the strength of association between individual LFs and outcomes\textsuperscript{42,46}. However, only one of these examined the effect of SES on a weighted score for which results were extracted here\textsuperscript{46}. Three studies summed healthy LFs to create ‘healthy’ scores\textsuperscript{19,43,46}, while the remaining three studies created ‘unhealthy’ scores (results were harmonised to show increasing risk with increasingly unhealthy lifestyle)\textsuperscript{19,43,44}.

The definition of unhealthy for each individual LF included in the LF combinations varied (Table 1). Unhealthy smoking status was defined as current smoking\textsuperscript{19,43}, current/former smoking\textsuperscript{42}, current/quitting <20 years ago\textsuperscript{45}, and smoking more than 100 cigarettes in a lifetime\textsuperscript{46}. Unhealthy alcohol intake was defined as: >1 drink/day for women or >2 drinks/day for men\textsuperscript{19,44–46}, >5 drinks/day monthly\textsuperscript{45}, >46 g alcohol/day\textsuperscript{43}, and ‘daily/almost daily intake’, respectively\textsuperscript{43}. Unhealthy PA levels were defined as <150 minutes/week moderate or <75 minutes/week vigorous PA in four studies\textsuperscript{19,42,44,45}, as strengthening activities on <2 days/week\textsuperscript{45}, as not achieving either ≥0.5 hours/day walking or ≥5 hours/week walking/playing sports\textsuperscript{41}, and as having leisure time PA levels in the lower two thirds of study participants\textsuperscript{46}.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year</th>
<th>Cohort Country Type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Women (%)</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Follow up length</th>
<th>Lifestyle factors and definitions of unhealthy (source or justification for unhealthy definition) Categories for analysis</th>
<th>SES measure Categories for analysis</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andersen et al., 2016</td>
<td>Southern Community Cohort Study USA Prospective cohort designed to assess ethnic disparities in health outcomes, 86% recruited from community health centres</td>
<td>79,101 participants</td>
<td>Median age 51 (IQR 13) 59.3% women 67% African American</td>
<td>Max. 9 years (average not reported)</td>
<td>Self-reported at baseline Based on guidelines - i) current or former smoking (WHO) ii) alcohol intake &gt;1 drink/d for women; &gt;2 drinks/d for men (2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans) iii) PA &lt;150 min/Wk moderate or &lt;75 min/Wk vigorous aerobic, or equivalent combination (2008 PA Guidelines for Americans) iv) sedentary time within 3 longest quartiles i.e., &gt;5.75 h/d (Avoid inactivity and limit sedentary behaviours; American Cancer Society) v) diet quality (HEI) in 3 lowest quartiles i.e., &lt;66.7 (USDA’s Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion and previous publication) Five categories according to the number of lifestyle factor guidelines met (0, 1, 2, 3, ≥4).</td>
<td>Income self-reported at baseline Dichotomised as &lt;≥ $15,000 p.a.</td>
<td>i) All-cause mortality via linkage to national registry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eguchi et al., 2017</td>
<td>The Japan Collaborative Cohort Study Japan Prospective cohort of general population</td>
<td>42,647 participants</td>
<td>Mean age 56.8 (SD not reported) 56.8% women Likely to be mainly Japanese ethnicity</td>
<td>Median 19.3 years (IQR 11.6–20.8)</td>
<td>Self-reported at baseline i) current smoking ii) alcohol intake &gt; 2 ‘gou’/d (&gt;46 g ethanol/d) iii) PA: &lt;0.5 h/d or &lt;5 h/Wk walking and/or in sports iv) sleep duration: &lt;5.5 or &gt;7.4 h/d v) BMI: &lt;21 or &gt;25 vi) fruit intake: &lt;1x/d vii) fish intake: &lt;1x/d viii) milk intake: &lt;almost daily; Five categories: according to healthy lifestyle score with one point for each lifestyle factor threshold met (0–3, 4, 5, 6–7–8)</td>
<td>Education level as age at last formal education self-reported at baseline Dichotomised as &lt;≥ 16 years old</td>
<td>i) All-cause mortality ii) CVD mortality iii) CHD mortality iv) Stroke mortality v) Cancer mortality vi) Non-cancer and non-CVD mortality All via death certificate review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author, year</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>Women (%)</td>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>Follow up length</td>
<td>Lifestyle factors and definitions of unhealthy (source or justification for unhealthy definition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersen et al., 2018</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Southern Community Cohort Study</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Prospective cohort designed to assess ethnic disparities in health outcomes, now recruited from community health centres</td>
<td>77,896 participants</td>
<td>Median age 51 (IQR 13)</td>
<td>57.1% women</td>
<td>66.1% African American</td>
<td>Median 8 years (IQR not reported)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster et al., 2018</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>UK Biobank</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Prospective cohort of general population</td>
<td>325,594</td>
<td>Mean age 55.6 (SD 8.1)</td>
<td>54.6% women</td>
<td>95% White</td>
<td>Mean 4.9 years (SD 0.83; range 3.3–7.9) for all-cause and CVD mortality, 4.1 years (SD 0.81; range 2.4–7.0) for CVD incidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research was conducted to assess ethnic disparities in health outcomes, emphasizing the importance of lifestyle factors and socioeconomic status (SES) in influencing health outcomes. The studies employed various methods to collect data on lifestyle factors and SES measures. The outcomes assessed included all-cause mortality and cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality and incidence.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year</th>
<th>Cohort Country Type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Follow up length</th>
<th>Lifestyle factors and definitions of unhealthy (source or justification for unhealthy definition) Categories for analysis</th>
<th>SES measure Categories for analysis</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Choi et al., 2022 | National Health Interview Survey USA Prospective cohort of general population aged ≥30 years 189,087 | Age ≥30 (average not reported) Proportion female not reported Ethnicity not reported | Mean 12.7 years | Self-reported at baseline:  
  i) current smoker and ex-smokers who quit <20 years ago  
  ii) weekly alcohol intake >14 drinks for men, >7 drinks for women (2016 NIAAA guidelines), or >5 drinks/d at least monthly  
  iii) PA <150 min/wk moderate or <75 min/wk vigorous and/or strengthening activities <2 d/wk (2008 Physical Activity Guidelines for Adults)  
  iv) BMI <18.5 or ≥35  
 Five categories according to the number of lifestyle factors: 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 | Household income as a ratio of family income to federal poverty level Dichotomised as < or ≥200% of federal poverty level | i) All-cause mortality via linkage to national registry |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Country Type</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Women (%)</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Follow up length</th>
<th>Lifestyle factors and definitions of unhealthy (source or justification for unhealthy definition) Categories for analysis*</th>
<th>SES measure Categories for analysis</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al., 2021</td>
<td>US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Mean age 46.5</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
<td>women</td>
<td>73.6% White</td>
<td>NHANES: Self-reported at baseline; i) smoked &gt;100 cigarettes in lifetime; ii) daily alcohol intake &gt;1 drink for women, 2 drinks for men (National guidelines for USA and UK); iii) leisure time physical activity at level of lower two thirds of study participants; iv) diet quality (HEI) at level of lower 2/5th of participants for US NHANES (2015-20 Dietary Guidelines for Americans &amp; 1992 food guide from US Department of Agriculture); meeting 5/10 diet recommendations for UKB (evidence-based recommendations)</td>
<td>NHANES: i) family poverty to income ratio: low (&lt;1); middle (1-4); and high (≥4); ii) educational attainment: less than high school diploma; high school graduate or equivalent; and college or above; iii) occupation (US socioeconomic index): upper (index ≥50); lower (index &lt;50); and unemployment; iv) health insurance: private; public only; none</td>
<td>i) All-cause mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective cohort of general population</td>
<td>44,462</td>
<td>Mean age 56.1</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>women</td>
<td>95.6% White</td>
<td>NHANES: Self-reported at baseline; ii) daily alcohol intake &gt;1 drink for women, 2 drinks for men (National guidelines for USA and UK); iii) leisure time physical activity at level of lower two thirds of study participants; iv) diet quality (HEI) at level of lower 2/5th of participants for US NHANES (2015-20 Dietary Guidelines for Americans &amp; 1992 food guide from US Department of Agriculture); meeting 5/10 diet recommendations for UKB (evidence-based recommendations)</td>
<td>NHANES: i) family poverty to income ratio: low (&lt;1); middle (1-4); and high (≥4); ii) educational attainment: less than high school diploma; high school graduate or equivalent; and college or above; iii) occupation (US socioeconomic index): upper (index ≥50); lower (index &lt;50); and unemployment; iv) health insurance: private; public only; none</td>
<td>ii) CVD mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>UKB</td>
<td>Mean age 56.1</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>women</td>
<td>95.6% White</td>
<td>NHANES: Self-reported at baseline; ii) daily alcohol intake &gt;1 drink for women, 2 drinks for men (National guidelines for USA and UK); iii) leisure time physical activity at level of lower two thirds of study participants; iv) diet quality (HEI) at level of lower 2/5th of participants for US NHANES (2015-20 Dietary Guidelines for Americans &amp; 1992 food guide from US Department of Agriculture); meeting 5/10 diet recommendations for UKB (evidence-based recommendations)</td>
<td>NHANES: i) family poverty to income ratio: low (&lt;1); middle (1-4); and high (≥4); ii) educational attainment: less than high school diploma; high school graduate or equivalent; and college or above; iii) occupation (US socioeconomic index): upper (index ≥50); lower (index &lt;50); and unemployment; iv) health insurance: private; public only; none</td>
<td>iii) CVD incidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective cohort of general population</td>
<td>399,537</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Categories for analysis shows the number of categories used by study authors to analyse the associations between the combination of lifestyle factors and health outcome (e.g., a study of five lifestyle factors, with possible scores of 0 to 5, could be analysed using the score categories of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4; i.e., with scores 4 and 5 grouped together). Outcomes, adverse health outcome used to assess interaction between lifestyle and SES (some studies reported additional health outcomes but these were not used to assess interaction); SES, socioeconomic status; IQR, Interquartile range; PA, physical activity; BMI, body mass index (kg/m²); WHO, World Health Organisation; d, day; wk, week; h, hours; min, minutes; $, US dollars; pa per annum; E, British pounds; TV, television; HEI, Healthy Eating Index, which measures adherence to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. HEI is based on 12 dietary components: total fruits; whole fruits; total vegetables; greens and beans; whole and refined grains; dairy; total protein foods; seafood and plant proteins; fatty acids; sodium; and calories from solid fats, alcohol, and added sugars (range 0–100; higher values indicate healthier diet); CVD, cardiovascular disease; CHD, coronary heart disease; UKB, UK Biobank; NIAAA, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; A level, General Certificate of Education Advanced Level; O level, General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level; CSE, Certificate of Secondary Education; NVQ, National Vocational Qualification; HND/HNC, Higher National Diploma/Certificate.
Unhealthy sedentary time, considered in two studies, was defined as the three quartiles with longest sedentary time (i.e., >5.75 and >6.5 hours/day), respectively\(^42,44\). Unhealthy TV viewing time, examined in one study, was defined as ≥4 hours/day\(^9\). Unhealthy sleep duration, examined in two studies, was classified as <5.5/>7.4 hours/day\(^10\) and <7/>9 hours/day\(^10\), respectively.

Dietary factors examined varied considerably. Three studies of two USA-based cohorts used a national dietary index (comprising fruit, vegetables, grains, proteins, fatty acids, sodium, and calories from fats, alcohol, and added sugars), defining unhealthy as either belonging to the three lowest quartiles\(^42,44\) or two lowest quintiles\(^46\). The Japanese cohort study included three dietary components, defining unhealthy as: fruit <once/day; fish <once/day; and milk <almost daily\(^41\). One of the studies examining the UK-based UKB included four components, classifying unhealthy as: fruit and vegetables <400 g/day; oily fish <1 portion/week; red-meat ≥3 portion/week; and processed-meat >1 portion/week\(^8\). Whereas the other study of UKB classified unhealthy as meeting at least five of 10 recommendations\(^46\).

Justice for the classification of ‘unhealthy’ varied. One study cited WHO guidelines for the classification of unhealthy smoking\(^41\). Four studies of USA-cohorts used US national guidelines to define unhealthy alcohol intake and diet\(^41,43,46\). And of these, two also used US guidelines to define PA and sedentary time\(^42\). One study adapted a previous lifestyle score\(^43\), using UK guidelines or standards from the original score\(^2\). One study did not report the basis for their definitions of unhealthy for eight LFs including a BMI outwith 21–25\(^42\). The other study that examined BMI in their main analyses based the definition of unhealthy (<18.5 or ≥35) on prior analysis of the data\(^9\). Unhealthy BMI (outwith 18.5–24.9) was based on previous research in the third study that included BMI in a sensitivity analysis\(^46\).

Most studies had approximately normal distributions of the total number of unhealthy LFs among participants (S6 Table, which can be found as Extended data)\(^37\). One study of UKB, with nine LFs, had relatively few participants with six to nine unhealthy LFs\(^9\). The other study of UKB, with four LFs, had more participants with unhealthy LFs\(^46\). The proportion of study participants with specific unhealthy LFs also varied. For example, the proportion of study participants with unhealthy smoking status ranged from 9.6% to 64%; some of this discrepancy is likely due to differences in the definition of unhealthy (i.e., current versus current/former smoking).

Socioeconomic status

SES measures varied by study (Table 1). For main analyses, two studies used area-based deprivation indices: Neighborhood deprivation index (NDI) and Townsend deprivation index (TDI)\(^41,43\). Data for both indices were obtained via national censuses from or near baseline. NDI comprises five ‘domains’: education, employment, housing, occupation, and poverty\(^41\). Whereas TDI comprises data on car ownership, household overcrowding, owner occupation, and unemployment\(^46\). Two studies used self-reported individual-level measures of income at recruitment\(^42,45\) and one of these operationalised income as a ratio of family income to the USA federal poverty level\(^45\). One study used age at last formal education obtained via baseline self-report for the main analyses\(^45\). Finally, one study of two cohorts used latent class analysis to generate an overall SES variable from four SES measures (income, occupation, education, and health insurance) in analysis of one cohort and three SES measures (income, education, and employment status) in analysis of the second cohort\(^46\). In sensitivity analyses, two studies examined alternative SES measures\(^41\). One study swapped area-based TDI for annual household income and, separately, individual-level educational attainment\(^46\). The second study performed multiple sensitivity analyses of alternative SES measures by replacing a latent class SES variable with 1) each SES measure (income, occupation, education, health insurance, and employment status) used to generate the latent class; 2) an SES score based on each single SES measure; 3) and TDI\(^46\).

Categories for analysis

Categorisation of the two main exposures (combination of LFs and SES) used in analyses varied (Table 1). Categories for combinations of LFs ranged from three to five and were not always related to the number of LFs included and often influenced by the number of participants with unhealthy LFs. For example, one study examined nine LFs and split participants into three categories: ‘healthy’ (score 0–2), ‘moderately healthy’ (score 3–5), and ‘unhealthy’ (score 6–9)\(^43\); whereas another study included eight LFs and split participants into five categories\(^43\).

For SES measures, the following categories were used: income dichotomised as </≥ $15,000 US dollars per annum\(^42\); age at last formal education dichotomised as </≥ 16 years\(^42\); quartiles of NDI\(^42\); quintiles of TDI\(^41\); ratio of family income to federal poverty level dichotomised as < or ≥200% of federal poverty level\(^45\); three latent classes of low, medium and high SES\(^46\).

Analysis procedures

Each study conducted descriptive analyses, examining independent associations between combinations of LFs and outcomes and between SES and outcomes. All studies used Cox-proportional hazard models in their main analyses to estimate HRs and 95% CIs for outcomes for each LF combination category, stratified by SES (Table 1). Three studies additionally stratified these analyses; one by ethnicity and sex together (African American/White and female/male)\(^2\), three by sex alone\(^3,43,46\), one by ethnicity (White/Non-white)\(^46\), and one by age (≥60/>60 years)\(^36\). One study that stratified by sex alone, also performed a separate analysis on the total population (not stratified by sex)\(^4\). Two studies did not additionally stratify by sociodemographics\(^43,45\). The number of confounder variables chosen by studies ranged from five to 14 (Table 2). All studies adjusted for either age, age plus age squared, or used age as the time-varying covariate.

Studies varied in their additional analyses to investigate the influence of SES and included: single reference group analyses to investigate the joint associations of combinations of unhealthy LFs, SES, and outcomes\(^3,43,44,46\); Kaplan-Meier survival curves for combinations of unhealthy LFs stratified by SES\(^42\); tests for...
Table 2. Methods/results for influence of SES on association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Covariates (n)</th>
<th>Interaction tests between combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES</th>
<th>Main interaction results ((P_{Interaction} or RERI))</th>
<th>Result summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Andersen 2016<sup>6</sup> | 1) Cox-proportional hazard models for all-cause mortality for combination of unhealthy LF categories  
2) Models stratified by low/high income in sub-group analysis | Enrolment source, education, marital status, neighbourhood deprivation, and BMI (5) | Likelihood ratio tests, comparing main effects models with and without cross-product terms | All-cause mortality: 0.002 (African American men); 0.89 (African American women); 0.04 (White men); 0.49 (White women) | Significant multiplicative interaction for African American and White men only: highest HRs for combination of unhealthy LFs and high income Only stratified (sex, ethnicity) results available |
| Eguchi 2017<sup>7</sup>   | 1) Cox-proportional hazard models for outcomes for combinations of unhealthy LF categories, stratified by low/high education (analyses for total population and separate analyses further stratified by sex)  
2) Cox-proportional hazard models for combinations of unhealthy LF categories and education level using single reference group (all-cause and CVD mortality only)  
3) Kaplan-Meier survival curves for combinations of unhealthy LF categories, stratified by low/high education (all-cause and CVD mortality only)  
4) Sensitivity analysis examining two modified LF combinations | Age, sex, history of hypertension, history of diabetes, perceived mental stress and regular employment (6) | Cross-product of dichotomous education level and healthy lifestyle score (continuous) in models for total CVD and all-cause mortality outcomes only | All-cause mortality: 0.11 CVD mortality: 0.23 (both for total population only) | 1) No evidence of multiplicative interaction, with similar HRs for combinations of unhealthy LFs and both high and low SES  
2) Single reference group analysis provides evidence for additive interaction for all-cause and CVD mortality: higher HRs in least healthy combination of LFs and lowest education groups  
3) Survival curves suggest additive interaction: steeper curve (highest mortality) for combination of unhealthy LFs in low education group  
4) Sensitivity analysis: i) extended definition of healthy sleep and ii) dichotomous diet score (five components) in addition to extended sleep definition - consistent with findings from main analysis |
| Andersen 2018<sup>8</sup> | 1) Cox-proportional hazard models for all-cause mortality for combinations of unhealthy LF categories, stratified by NDI quartiles  
2) Cox-proportional hazard models for all-cause mortality for combinations of unhealthy LF categories, stratified by NDI quartiles using single reference (also stratified by sex) | Enrolment source, ethnicity, education, income, marital status, and insurance status (6) | Likelihood ratio tests, comparing main effects models with and without cross-product terms | All-cause mortality: 0.28 (men); 0.99 (women) | 1) No evidence of multiplicative interaction with similar HRs for combinations of unhealthy LFs in both high and low SES  
2) Single reference group analysis provides evidence for additive interaction in men and women for all-cause mortality: highest HRs in the least healthy combination of LFs and lowest SES (highest NDI) group |
| Foster 2018<sup>9</sup>   | 1) Cox-proportional hazard models for outcomes for combinations of unhealthy LF categories, stratified by SES quintiles (TDI, income, and education examined separately)  
2) Cox-proportional hazard models for joint associations of combinations of unhealthy LF categories and SES measures (single reference group) | Age, sex, ethnicity, month of assessment, hypertension, systolic blood pressure, medication for hypercholesterolaemia or hypertension, and BMI (8) | 1) Interaction term between combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES variables in models  
2) Interaction sensitivity analyses (deprivation index): a) additional models with interaction term and i) dichotomous and ii) continuous combination of unhealthy LF variable  
b) Estimation of three measures of biological interaction: RERI, AP, and synergy index | Deprivation index  
All-cause and CVD mortality: <0.0001  
CVD incidence: 0.11  
Income  
All-cause mortality: 0.001  
CVD mortality: <0.0001  
CVD incidence: 0.009  
Education  
All-cause mortality: 0.002  
CVD mortality: 0.047  
CVD incidence: 0.051 (all for total population only) | 1) Significant multiplicative interaction between combination of unhealthy LFs and deprivation/education for all-cause and CVD mortality but not for CVD incidence. Significant multiplicative interaction between combinations of unhealthy LFs and income for all outcomes  
2) Single reference analysis showed highest HRs for all-cause and CVD mortality in the least healthy combination of LFs and lowest SES groups  
3) Interaction sensitivity results consistent with main findings with significant interaction across three measures of additive interaction |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Covariates (n)</th>
<th>Interaction tests between combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES</th>
<th>Main interaction results ($P_{interaction}$ or $RERI$)</th>
<th>Result summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choi 2022</td>
<td>1) Cox-proportional hazard models for all-cause mortality for number of unhealthy LFs, stratified by high/low income group</td>
<td>Age, age squared, sex, education, race/ethnicity, acculturation, income assistance, health insurance, and marital status (9)</td>
<td>Unclear, but likely an interaction term between combinations of unhealthy LFs and income in models</td>
<td>Primary outcomes</td>
<td>All-cause mortality: &lt;0.05 Significant multiplicative interaction between combinations of unhealthy LFs and income for all-cause mortality. Mortality risk associated with each additional unhealthy LF was higher in higher income group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Zhang 2021   | 1) Cox-proportional hazard models for outcomes for combinations of unhealthy LF categories, stratified by SES category  
   2) Cox-proportional hazard models for outcomes joint associations of combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES measures (single reference group)  
   3) Sensitivity analyses for models stratified by SES category by examining subgroups: male/female, white/non-white ethnicity, age <60 years  
   4) Sensitivity analyses of joint associations substituting individual-level latent class SES for: a) Each SES component used to generate latent class, separately  
   b) Townsend index (area-level) with adjustment for latent class SES (UKB only) and *vice versa* | Age, sex, marital status (NHANES only), assessment centre (UKB only), self-reported race/ethnicity, acculturation score, BMI, hypertension, diabetes, CVD, cancer, lung disease (UKB only), (10-14) | 1) Interaction term between combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES variables in models  
   2) Estimation of RERI | All-cause mortality: 0.85; RERI =0 (NHANES), <0.001; RERI >0 (UKB)  
   CVD mortality: 0.002; RERI >0 (UKB)  
   CVD incidence: 0.016; RERI >0 (UKB)  
   Secondary outcomes  
   Heart disease mortality: 0.29; RERI =0 (NHANES)  
   Coronary heart disease mortality: 0.008; RERI >0 (UKB)  
   Stroke mortality: 0.002; RERI >0 (UKB)  
   Myocardial infarction incidence: 0.050; RERI >0 (UKB)  
   Stroke incidence: 0.032; RERI >0 (UKB) | 1) NHANES: no significant multiplicative (product term for interaction) or additive interaction (RERI) between combination of unhealthy LFs and SES for all-cause or heart disease mortality  
   UKB: both significant multiplicative and additive interactions between combination of unhealthy LFs and SES for all-cause mortality, CVD mortality, CVD incidence, coronary heart disease mortality, and stroke mortality but not for myocardial infarction incidence or stroke incidence  
   2) Results for product term for interaction and RERI similar across sensitivity analyses (individual-level SES, individual/area-level SES mutual adjustment)  
   3) In both cohorts, joint association analysis showed highest HRs in the least healthy combination of LFs and lowest SES groups for all outcomes and across all sensitivity analyses  
   4) Subgroup analyses showed significant multiplicative and additive interactions between combination of unhealthy LFs and SES for most subgroups (sex/ethnicity/age) and primary outcomes in UKB but not in NHANES  
   5) Subgroup analyses of the joint associations of combination of unhealthy LFs and SES showed higher HRs in men vs. women and in younger vs. older adults for all-cause mortality in both cohorts, and in younger vs. older adults for CVD mortality in UKB |

LFs, lifestyle factors; SES, socioeconomic status; $P_{interaction}$, p-value for interaction between combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES; RERI, relative excess risk due to interaction; HR, hazard ratio; NDI, Neighborhood deprivation index; TDI, Townsend deprivation index; BMI, body mass index; CVD, cardiovascular disease; ‘Biological interaction’, the degree of interaction between risk factors in terms of deviation from additivity in adverse health outcome rates; AP, attributable proportion; UKB, UK Biobank; NHANES, US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.
multiplicative interactions between combinations of unhealthy LFs and SES and tests for additive interactions (Table 2)\textsuperscript{19,42-46}.

Study quality

Results for study quality as measured by the adapted NOS ranged from 5–9 (max. 9; S7 Table, which can be found as Extended data\textsuperscript{37}). Only two studies examined more than one SES measure\textsuperscript{19,46} and only three studies attempted to reduce the chance of reverse causality by demonstrating participants were free from disease at the start of the study\textsuperscript{19,43,46}.

The influence of socioeconomic status on lifestyle-associated health

Using the main comparator as an assessment of the influence of SES on the association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and outcomes, results across studies were mixed and varied by outcome (Figure 2 and Figure 3). A synthesis of results, including the main comparator, is structured by outcome below.

All-cause mortality. Estimates from 13 main analyses were available for the main comparator for all-cause mortality as some analyses were additionally stratified by sex or by both sex and ethnicity (Figure 2). All studies observed that, compared with healthy LFs, combinations of unhealthy LFs were generally associated with higher all-cause mortality. However, the difference between the higher all-cause mortality associated with a combination of unhealthy versus that associated with healthy LFs was greater in the most advantaged SES group in seven analyses, but greater in the least advantaged group in the remaining six analyses (Figure 2). However, there was considerable overlap of CIs from most and least advantaged SES groups.
Figure 3. Hazard ratios for the association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes in the most and least advantaged SES groups by study and population. Comparison of HRs from SES stratified analyses for the associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes in the most and least advantaged SES groups (main comparator). Combinations of healthy LFs in the same SES strata (most/least advantaged) are the reference group. LFs, lifestyle factors; SES, socioeconomic status; HR, hazard ratio; CVD, cardiovascular disease; CHD, coronary heart disease; MI, myocardial infarction; NHANES, US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; UKB, UK Biobank.
SES groups and the difference between some estimates from most and least advantaged groups were similar. HRs (95% CIs) from the most advantaged groups ranged from 0.68 (0.32–1.45) to 4.17 (2.27–7.69); equivalent estimates from the least advantaged groups ranged from 1.30 (1.13–1.50) to 4.00 (2.22–7.14).

Two analyses were additionally stratified by sex alone and, for women, the difference in all-cause mortality associated with unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the least advantaged group in one study but greater in the most advantaged group in the other study (and vice versa for men). The study that additionally stratified by both sex and ethnicity observed the difference in all-cause mortality associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs was consistent for sex across two ethnic groups: greater in the least advantaged SES group for women of both African American and White ethnicity, but greater in the most advantaged SES group for men of both ethnicities. One study stratified by sex for sensitivity analysis and observed similar all-cause mortality associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs for both sexes in the most versus least advantaged groups. However, the same study examined two cohorts and found that although the difference in all-cause mortality associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs was small for men and women, it was greater in the most advantaged group in one cohort (NHANES) and in the least advantaged group in the other cohort (UKB). Sensitivity analysis results from one study of two cohorts that additionally stratified by ethnicity alone (White/Non-White) were mixed. In the same study, sensitivity analysis stratified by age alone (≥60/<60 years old) suggested that all-cause mortality associated with combinations of unhealthy LFs was relatively higher for those <60 years old in the least advantaged groups in both cohorts. Five main analyses from four cohorts examined the total population (not further stratified by sociodemographic variables) and the difference in all-cause mortality associated with unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the most advantaged SES group in three cohorts (JCCS, NHIS, NHANES) but greater in the least advantaged group in another cohort (UKB). Similarly mixed results were found with the sensitivity analyses (S8 Table, which can be found as Extended data).

Results of tests for multiplicative interactions were also mixed (Table 2). A significant multiplicative interaction between the combination of LFs and SES was observed in four studies, but in opposing directions. A significant multiplicative interaction was observed, with greater all-cause mortality associated with combinations of unhealthy LFs in the most advantaged group in the entire cohort of one study but only in men in another study. Whereas a significant multiplicative interaction was seen in two studies of UKB, where the difference in all-cause mortality associated with unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the least advantaged group but only in men in another study. The multiplicative interaction observed in UKB was observed consistently across a set of interaction sensitivity analyses (Table 2). Two studies tested for and found significant additive interactions in the same cohort (UKB) but one of these studies did not observe significant additive interactions in a second cohort (NHANES). Four studies of three cohorts examined combined associations of combinations of unhealthy LFs and less advantaged SES in eight analyses by comparing all groups to a single reference: the healthiest LF-most advantaged group. In these analyses, HRs (95% CIs) for all-cause mortality for the least healthy-least advantaged group ranged from 1.43 (1.11–1.84) to 3.53 (3.01–4.14) (S9 Table, which can be found as Extended data). The highest all-cause mortality was observed in the least healthy-least advantaged groups in seven of eight of these analyses, suggesting an additive interaction between unhealthy LFs and less advantaged SES. For sensitivity, two studies examined additional measures of SES separately in single reference group analyses and consistently observed the highest all-cause mortality in the least healthy-least advantaged groups irrespective of SES measure. Further evidence for an additive interaction came from the steeper Kaplan-Meier curves for an unhealthy combination of LFs in the least advantaged versus most advantaged group in one study.

**CVD mortality.** Three studies examined CVD mortality in two cohorts. Compared with healthy LFs, combinations of unhealthy LFs were consistently associated with higher CVD mortality. In analyses stratified by SES alone, all three studies observed the difference in CVD mortality associated with unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the least advantaged SES group: HRs (95% CIs) in the least advantaged groups were 2.78 (2.13–3.03), 3.36 (2.36–4.76), and 1.76 (1.53–2.04), respectively. Equivalent estimates in the most advantaged groups were 1.96 (1.92–3.03), 1.93 (1.16–3.20), and 0.97 (0.74–1.29) (Figure 3). One of these studies also stratified analyses by sex and found the difference in CVD mortality associated with unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the most advantaged group for men but in the least advantaged group for women. However, the unhealthy versus healthy LFs CVD mortality for women was similar in the most and least advantaged groups. Similar results were found in sensitivity analyses (S8 Table, which can be found as Extended data). For LF-SES interactions for CVD mortality, one study provided evidence of an additive interaction through both single reference group analyses and steeper Kaplan-Meier survival curves. In this study’s single reference group analysis, the highest CVD mortality was associated with those in the least healthy-least advantaged group (S10 Table, which can be found as Extended data). However, the same study found no significant multiplicative interaction for CVD mortality (Table 2). By contrast, two other studies, both examining CVD mortality in UKB, reported a significant multiplicative interaction and in the single reference analysis, the least healthy-least advantaged group had markedly higher hazards than the least healthy-least advantaged group: 4.59 (3.33–6.32) vs. 2.01 (1.21–3.33) and 2.65 (2.09–3.38) and 1.06 (0.80–1.39), respectively (S10 Table, which can be found as Extended data). Both studies observed significant multiplicative interactions for CVD mortality consistently irrespective of SES measure and across interaction sensitivity analyses.

**Other outcomes.** Estimates for CVD incidence were provided by two studies of UKB and, in SES stratified analyses, compared...
with healthy LFs, combinations of unhealthy LFs were associated with higher CVD incidence\(^{19,46}\). The difference in CVD incidence associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the least advantaged groups in both studies. In combined single reference analysis, HRs (95% CIs) for the least healthy-most advantaged versus least healthy-least advantaged groups were: 1.30 (1.10–1.53) versus 1.75 (1.55–1.97)\(^{19}\) and 1.18 (0.99–1.41) versus 2.09 (1.78–2.46)\(^{46}\), respectively (S10 Table, which can be found as Extended data\(^{37}\)). Results from tests for SES-LF interactions for CVD incidence were mixed. Significant additive and multiplicative interactions were observed in one study (examining four LFs and latent class SES)\(^{46}\) but not the other (examining nine LFs and area-based TDI)\(^{37}\).

Two studies examined additional outcomes\(^{41,46}\). One of these performed SES-stratified analyses but did not report single reference group analyses or tests for interaction for these outcomes\(^{41}\).

In this study’s SES-stratified analyses, the difference in hazards associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs for the total population was greater in the most advantaged group for mortality from stroke, cancer, and non-CVD-non-cancer causes but greater in the least advantaged group for CHD mortality. Equivalent estimates from analyses additionally stratified by sex were similar, although, in men, the difference in hazards for stroke mortality was greater in the least advantaged group. In SES-stratified analyses in the second study that examined additional outcomes in two cohorts, the difference in hazards associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs for the total population was greater in the most advantaged group for mortality from ‘heart disease’ in NHANES but greater in the least advantaged group for coronary heart disease and stroke, cancer, and stroke and myocardial infarction incidence in UKB\(^{46}\).

### Discussion

Our review shows that the influence of SES on the association between a combination of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes is unclear. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, few studies investigate this problem; only six studies met our eligibility criteria. Secondly, studies that do investigate this problem are heterogeneous, varying by: cohort characteristics; lifestyle, SES, and covariate variables; outcomes assessed; and methodology by which SES influence was examined. Thirdly, where broadly similar estimates were compared directly (i.e., via our main comparator), results were mixed: the difference in hazards associated with combinations of unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the most advantaged SES group for some studies or cohorts and outcomes but in the least advantaged group for others. Fourthly, results for tests for multiplicative interactions between combinations of LFs and SES were conflicting. For example, for all-cause mortality, two studies found no evidence of multiplicative interaction\(^{41,42}\), two studies reported significant multiplicative interactions but observed a moderating influence of SES in opposing directions\(^{8,42}\); while a fifth study, of two cohorts, found significant multiplicative interactions in one cohort but not the other\(^{46}\). Finally, the quality of included studies varied, with only one scoring the highest possible quality score, so available study estimates may be biased.

The heterogeneity of the LF and SES exposure variables examined by the included studies warrants further discussion. Risk estimates associated with combinations of different LFs are difficult to compare where combinations from different studies lack shared LFs (e.g., combination 1: smoking, alcohol, and physical inactivity vs. combination 2: sedentary time, unhealthy diet, and sleep duration). Further, each LF will have differential contributions to the level of risk associated with the overall combination (e.g., smoking is likely to drive the largest share of risk associated with CVD mortality)\(^{31}\), thus making comparisons of estimates associated with unweighted combinations of different LFs hard to interpret. However, risk estimates associated with the healthiest and unhealthiest LF combinations where studies share similar LF components (e.g., combination 1: alcohol, unhealthy diet, and physical inactivity vs. combination 2: alcohol, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, and smoking), are more comparable. Moreover, the aim of this review was to identify and appraise all studies that examined the effect of SES on the association between any LF combination and adverse health. Restricting the searches of this review to identify only those studies with the same or similar combinations of LFs would have yielded fewer results. The rationale to identify studies examining SES effects on the association between combinations of LFs and adverse health is based on the known clustering of LFs and the consequent higher associated risks\(^{43,55}\). Future research could attempt to identify highest risk LF combinations, and whether the riskiest combinations vary by SES. This could provide new targets for intervention and inform policies attempting to address unhealthy LFs in the least advantaged sections of society\(^{91}\).

The range of SES measures used across studies highlights the myriad ways in which SES can be measured and ranked\(^{31}\). Although there is likely to be a high degree of correlation across SES measures, the impacts of different SES measures on the association between combinations of LFs and adverse health could be different\(^{46}\). For example, an individual-level measure (e.g., age at last formal education) could have a weaker modifying effect on the association between combinations of LFs and adverse health than an area-based deprivation index if wider socioeconomic factors included or captured by the index (directly or indirectly) have a greater effect on the association. For instance, proximity and access to healthy food or green spaces for PA could be more strongly associated with area-based SES indices than with individual-level SES measures\(^{35}\). Irrespective of SES heterogeneity, if an effect of SES was identified that was consistent across a broad range of SES measures this would strengthen the evidence for a general SES effect. Whereas if SES effects were consistently associated with one type of SES measure (e.g., income) and not others (e.g., area-based indices) this could generate hypotheses and inform research that aims to explain underlying mechanisms of SES effects\(^{46}\). The aim of this review was to identify all available evidence and therefore studies were not excluded on the basis of LF and SES exposure variables despite the expected difficulties in comparability.
Notwithstanding study heterogeneity and the lack of data, the studies’ assessments of the influence of SES on the association between a combination of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes point broadly towards an additive influence of SES. Examining the combined effect of SES and combinations of unhealthy LFs by way of a single reference group (the healthiest LF-most advantaged group), four studies of five cohorts provide evidence for an additive interaction for multiple outcomes\(^{39,43,44,46}\). Two of these studies, both examining UKB, also observed significant results from formal tests for additive interactions as well as significant multiplicative interactions in same direction\(^{39,46}\). Together, this evidence does not strongly support a vulnerability hypothesis but it does provide some evidence against the so-called Blaxter hypothesis\(^{36}\). The Blaxter hypothesis suggests that detrimental effects of unhealthy lifestyles are masked by other adverse factors also associated with less advantaged SES (e.g., insecure income, poor housing, more frequent adverse childhood experiences). If this hypothesis were correct, in analyses stratified by SES and in least advantaged SES groups, associations between combinations of LFs and adverse health would be similar whether the LFs were healthy or unhealthy (i.e., a combination of unhealthy LFs would have little influence on a population with an already high risk due to other factors). However, in all studies, compared to those with healthy LFs, there were higher hazards for adverse health outcomes in those with a combination of unhealthy LFs irrespective of SES level. One study observed a multiplicative interaction (in men only), where the difference in hazards associated with a combination of unhealthy versus healthy LFs was greater in the most advantaged SES group, which could support the Blaxter hypothesis\(^{42}\). However, the authors did not report a single reference group analysis, which could help clarify the combined associations. Overall, the impression of an additive interaction between least advantaged SES and combinations of unhealthy LFs seen in four studies of five cohorts and a multiplicative interaction in the same direction in two studies suggests that the detrimental effects of combinations of unhealthy LFs are not masked by other harmful factors associated with less advantaged SES but are at least in addition to, and potentially synergistic with, those factors. This finding, if borne out in future research, would indicate that less advantaged SES populations have the highest absolute risks associated with combinations of unhealthy LFs and would, therefore, support a strategy of focussing lifestyle resources on less advantaged SES populations where need is greatest.

Strengths and limitations

This review is strengthened by a rigorous pre-specified protocol\(^{35}\); a comprehensive search strategy including database, reference, citation, and grey literature searches\(^{36}\); and by reviewers working independently. Further, data synthesis follows SWiM guidelines and is fully transparent\(^{41}\). However, this review is limited by the small number of studies included and by the high level of heterogeneity between studies, which precluded meta-analysis. Therefore, the conclusions drawn here about whether and how SES influences the association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health may be altered by future research. Importantly, differential vulnerability to combinations of unhealthy LFs could be due to differential exposure that is not captured via questionnaires. For example, excess alcohol in less advantaged SES populations may be more extreme than excess alcohol in more advantaged groups\(^{37}\). Similarly, residual confounding, with unaccounted for differences between more and less advantaged populations, could also explain observed differential vulnerability. Our eligibility criteria may have been too restrictive resulting in few studies and retrospective studies may have yielded additional evidence. However, the level of evidence from retrospective design is lower. Future prospective studies, where data are updated during follow-up, could reduce potential misclassification bias by capturing participants’ lifestyle changes. While the adverse health outcomes included here account for the vast majority of mortality and NCD burden\(^{88}\), others, such as dementia and renal disease, are growing in prevalence and have similar lifestyle risk factors\(^{39,60}\). The aim of this review was to identify and synthesise the evidence for SES modification of associations between LF combinations and adverse health outcomes, not to explain any identified effect modification. However, strong evidence for SES effect modification of such associations could prompt attempts to uncover underlying mechanisms, such as cumulative risks or accelerated biological ageing\(^{25–27}\).

Conclusions

This is the first systematic review to examine if and how SES modifies associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes. Prospective studies that examine this problem are few and heterogenous. The influence of SES on lifestyle-associated adverse health could be additive but remains unclear. New research using multiple datasets, a range of lifestyle and SES measures, and a comprehensive list of adverse health outcomes would improve understanding of SES influence on lifestyle risks and thereby inform lifestyle-related policy and interventions.

Data availability

Underlying data

All data underlying the results are available as part of the article and no additional source data are required.

Extended data


Reporting guidelines

Figshare: PRISMA checklists for the abstract and main manuscript of ‘The influence of socioeconomic status on the association between unhealthy lifestyle factors and adverse health outcomes: a systematic review’. https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21770651\(^{33}\) and https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21770657\(^{34}\).

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
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I thank the authors for the big amount of work that went into searching, reviewing, analysing and drafting “The influence of socioeconomic status on the association between unhealthy lifestyle factors and adverse health outcomes: a systematic review”. The paper is well-written and there is a careful presentation of the results. However, I have several concerns/comments that I will list, not by order of importance, but by order of appearance.

1. The title mentions “adverse health outcomes” but I think that a better description of what those outcomes are would be more informative. It could read “The influence of socioeconomic status on the association between unhealthy lifestyle factors and cardiovascular disease, cancer and mortality: a systematic review”.

2. The search was conducted 1.5 years ago and although I am aware of the work involved in running it again I believe that, unless there is a very good reason not to, there should at the very least some mention in the discussion of the number of papers published that met your inclusion criteria in the past 1.5 years.

3. There are other databases that could have been searched as well. I believe the authors should justify why there was a decision not to search them, even if that decision was time constraints and believing that all the studies would be included in PubMed/EMBASE/CINAHL.

4. Abstract: It would be good to describe briefly which LFs were used or something from this phrase “i. combination of ≥3 LFs: studies that also included metabolic/intermediate factors (e.g., blood pressure/body mass index (BMI)) as part of their combination of LFs were included so long as the combination also included ≥3 ‘behavioural’ LFs (e.g., smoking/PA/diet).”
5. The protocol mentions that all-cause mortality was the main outcome but I didn’t seem to find any mention of it in this paper.

6. Introduction: The authors mention different possible explanations but I missed the authors hypothesis of how SES plays moderates the association between lifestyle and health outcomes, or mention which (or a blend of both) of the existing explanations is favoured by the authors.

7. Figure 2. Most of the HRs are between 1 and 3 but the ticks on the x axis are only every 1-point which doesn't let me, from the figure alone, see the estimates but only the direction and general magnitude. I suggest adding more ticks and having 1 decimal point instead of 2 (also remember its a log scale). And/or (and ideally) having the HRs and corresponding 95%CI on the plot for every row/analysis. I see that Choi 2020 did not provide confidence intervals or any measure of variability but that should be mentioned in the figure notes.

8. Supplementary tables should be mentioned along the text when needed .e.g. there is no mention on Table S8 when reporting on the results of the association between combinations of unhealthy LFs and all-cause mortality (figure 2). Also supplementary material are not annexes and table/figures/text should only be included in the paper when these are mentioned.

9. Check if abbreviations are defined at their first appearance, .e.g NHANES in the abstract.

10. Discussion: There should be some mention about the possible selection bias in the recruitment of these studies, i.e. it is notoriously harder to recruit people from lower SES status.

11. Discussion: The authors mention how different combinations of LFs were used across studies but these were also measured differently. Please add that besides the difficulty of comparing different combinations of LFs, these were also often times measured in a very different way.

12. Discussion: Not using individual lifestyle such as smoking or alcohol and instead using lifestyle, combination, etc may have meant that some papers were not picked up. If this was the case or if the authors think this was unlikely, it should be mentioned.

13. Discussion: “However, the level of evidence from retrospective design is lower” should be taken with caution because it oversimplifies the quality of evidence based on simply the study design. Adding something like “observational retrospective design may, in general, have more biases than a well-designed prospective observational study” would be better.

Are the rationale for, and objectives of, the Systematic Review clearly stated?
Yes

Are sufficient details of the methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?
Yes
Is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results presented in the review?
Yes
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This systematic review aims to identify and appraise the available evidence on whether and how socioeconomic status modifies associations between combinations of lifestyle factors and adverse health outcomes. Overall, the paper is well-written and clearly defines the rationale and objectives for the systematic review. Methods followed the PRISMA guidelines and are described in sufficient detail. The review protocol was registered in PROSPERO. Only six papers met the inclusion criteria, but results are comprehensively and clearly presented, including the tables and figures. The conclusion was limited due to the high heterogeneity of measures for socioeconomic status, a combination of lifestyle factors and mixed findings from included studies. Please find major and minor suggestions below.

**MAJOR POINTS:**

**Methods**

1. Comprehensive databases, such as Scopus and Web of Science, that cover potentially relevant journals not covered by the three databases selected, were not used in the search. Have the authors considered the addition of these and/or other databases to enlarge the search coverage? If so, why have other databases not been used?

2. The search was conducted more than one year ago. Do the authors have a good reason to believe that updating the search would not materially change the results and conclusions of
the current review? If so, the authors could provide their reasons in the article. Otherwise—and assuming the authors do not have the resources to update the search at the moment—a caveat could be added in the limitations regarding the time elapsed since the search, referencing some of the relevant papers published recently.

**Results**

1. In the discussion, the authors highlight the possibility that different measures of SES (e.g., individual-level vs area-level) may yield different results. Can the authors clarify whether they considered stratifying results to investigate this?

2. Figures 2 and 3: given that different SES indicators were used across papers, and that potentially the modification effect can vary between different SES dimensions, it seems important to indicate in Figures 2 and 3 what SES stratifier was used by each analysis. E.g., presenting the SES stratifier below each author's name. When possible and relevant, authors can consider similarities and differences between results based on different SES stratifiers.

**Discussion**

1. “However, risk estimates associated with the healthiest and unhealthiest LF combinations where studies share similar LF components (e.g., combination 1: alcohol, unhealthy diet, and physical inactivity vs. combination 2: alcohol, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, and smoking), are more comparable.”: This statement is accurate only when the additional component(s) are known to have a significantly small contribution to the disease outcome in relation to the contribution of the shared components. In the example given by the authors, the contribution of smoking to mortality is likely to be significantly bigger than any of the other components, maybe significant even when the other components are combined. Hence, risk estimates of quasi-similar combinations cannot be assumed to be comparable in all (or even in most) cases.

2. Many of the lifestyle factors investigated are likely to have a dose-response association with the disease outcomes investigated. Hence, beyond the lack of shared lifestyle factors between studies, the lack of comparable thresholds used to classify (un)healthy behaviour across studies is an important limitation when summarizing the findings. It would be important that the authors acknowledge this, and elaborate on the implications for this and future research.

3. In the introduction, the authors highlight an “An important caveat...” as a justification for the use of the word lifestyle. However, we think there may be something missing about the consistency of the definition of “unhealthy lifestyle” amongst included studies and a discussion about the implication of this on the findings. Could the authors address this somewhere in the discussion or as a limitation?

**MINOR POINTS:**

1. Aims: in “This systematic review aims to identify, describe, and synthesise the evidence for whether SES modifies associations between combinations of unhealthy LFs and adverse health outcomes”, the authors might consider adding a parenthesis at the end specifying the outcomes investigated, for clarity. E.g., “adverse health outcomes (all-cause mortality, incidence and mortality from CVD or cancer).”

2. PECO criteria: the authors highlight the population as ‘any general adult population’. Could the authors please clarify the age ranges they considered for this population?
3. Data extraction: could the authors please describe how exactly “[point] estimates [and confidence intervals] from studies where the unhealthiest group was the reference were transformed to make the ‘healthiest’ group the reference”?

4. Articles excluded if not in English: we understand that this is common practice in many reviews (albeit PRISMA recommends that articles are not excluded based on language only to avoid biases). However, given that (a) only two papers were not in English, (b) two more papers could be a valuable contribution to the review, given that only six could have been included, (c) these two papers are likely to come from low- or middle-income countries, increasing the diversity of the evidence based analysed, and (d) there are options available to get support with non-English articles (e.g., translation tools, colleagues who speak other languages than English, and Translators without Borders - https://translatorswithoutborders.org/), assessing the eligibility of these two papers based on the PECO criteria and including them in the review if relevant seems like a missed opportunity.

5. In Table 1, for the second to last study presented (Choi et al., 2022), the lifestyle factors for “ii” appear as separate due to an additional return:

   “ii) weekly alcohol intake >14 drinks for men, >7 drinks for women …”

   Could the authors check, please?

6. Figures 2 and 3: the x-axis should be in logarithmic scale to ensure visual symmetry between values below and above 1 that indicate the same effect size (e.g., 0.5 and 2).

7. Figure 2: estimates for Choi 2020 do not have the confidence interval. Could author check if it is unintentionally missing?

8. Figure 3: the Eguchi 2017’s analysis for non-CVD, non-cancer mortality seems to be outside the scope of the review, based on its objectives and PECO criteria. The authors should consider removing it from the article.

9. Table S1: some terms seem to be duplicated within searches #2 (see risk reduction behaviour*[tiab] and health behaviour[tiab] with and without asterisks) and #3 (see health inequalities[tiab] and social-economic[tiab] with and without asterisk). This does not affect the results of the search but can be corrected for conciseness and clarity. Author might want to check whether the same occurred in Tables S2 and S3.

10. It seems Table S6 is cut short. Could the authors check, please?

 **OTHER POINTS:**

 **Background and Discussion**

1. The Background and Discussion sections would greatly benefit from the use of Sydemic Theory to substantiate the rationale for the study and discuss its findings.
Are the rationale for, and objectives of, the Systematic Review clearly stated?
Yes

Are sufficient details of the methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?
Yes

Is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
Not applicable

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results presented in the review?
Partly

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.

**Reviewer Expertise:** Public Health; Physical Activity; Systems Thinking.

We confirm that we have read this submission and believe that we have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however we have significant reservations, as outlined above.